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velops, they are able to
move their wings with
enough shear force as
to proved lift and take
flight.

Fortitude
Immune to wounds,
Gargoyles
can
shrug off slashing
blades, bullets, and
can even resist the
burning rays of the
sun.
masters unquestioningly. Eventually, they came into
their own, finally developing the power to evoke
and control their mystic bonds to stone and hearth.
Some time after the formation of the Camarilla, some
of these slaves must have escaped and managed to
survive the Tremere hunt. These free Gargoyles are
rumored to be able to Embrace others, inferring that
the Tremere usually prevent their servants from being
able to do this themselves.

Gargoyle weakness

Like the creatures used to
summon them from the depths,
Gargoyles are hideous creatures with Appearance ratings of zero. Worse by far is the psychological scars
left by their transformation; Gargoyles find resisting
the command of others to be difficult at best. A Gargoyle’s Willpower rating acts as if it were minus two
when trying to resist Domination and other mind-conToday, the rare free Gargoyles hide in the mountains trolling effects.
or seek the protection of Camarilla Princes, who usually think it a sign of prestige to have a Gargoyle bodyguard or assassin.

Disciplines
Visceratika
This Discipline is an extension of
the Gargoyle’s affinity for stone,
earth and the hearth. Through this Discipline, Gargoyle’s are able to blend
with their stony surroundings, sense
their protectorate through a bond with
the hearth, and even slumber merged
within stone or cement.

Potence
Inhumanly strong, Gargoyles can rip through
flesh and bone as easily as
cardboard. Further, like
their Nosferatu forbearers, Gargoyles are able to
crawl on walls and ceilings as easily as across
the earth. Finally, as
their great strength de-
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The Followers of Set
The Followers of Set (or Setites) are an alien and serpentine breed of Kindred who descended from the
dark Egyptian god Set (Sutek). Orthodox Setite belief
says that Set, banished into the outer darkness by the
gods of the world, will one day return to rule, overthrow or consume that world, and thus devout Setites
prepare the way for his resurrection. To this end, the
Setites remain independent of the Sects
of other Kindred, and practice (with
great skill) the arts of corruption, deceit
and the ancient sorcery of the Nile.
The history of the clan of the Serpent (as
the Cainites call them) stretches
back to the dim early nights of
the ancient Kingdom of Khem
(Egypt), where they were the
great cult of Sutek. God of
the storm, the hunt, the
sand-blown wilderness
and chaos, Set was the
counterpart to his twin
Osiris (Asir), god of
domestication, farming, civilization and
order. Between them,
Ma’at (cosmic harmony) kept the balance. The struggle between the Hunter and the Farmer became more
and more extreme until Ma’at was overthrown, Osiris
was slain by his brother, and Set was cast into the outer darkness (a parable that Cainite scholars say parallels the tale of Caine). There, in the outer darkness of
the cosmic ocean of oblivion, the domain of Apep the
Devourer (the Cosmic Serpent), Set was transformed.

The cult of Set transformed
with their once dynamic
god. Through his cult, children of the otherworldly
Set arose, scored by Amun
Ra and the natural world, to
corrupt and break the bonds
that keep Set from his return. Most Setites claim
that Set’s binding
promises
the
stagnation of a
world trapped
in civilization
and order. Thus,
the Setites corrode and
corrupt the order of society by exploiting its weaknesses and desires, paving the way for the
return of their alien spiritual
progenitor.
According to the Setites, every pantheon of
gods are their gods, just wearing different
faces, and thus they say all the other Children (or so the Setites call Kindred Kind)
are the chosen people of various gods and
devils. The Ancient Shemsu-Sutek maintain sorcerous temples deep in the earth beneath the Egyptian sands, and tend legions of mummified Elders,
swarms of ghosts bound into service and passages
into the Dark Kingdom of the Egyptian dead, Duat.
There, they hoard the secrets of lost civilizations of
ages past and plot the downfall of modern ones. In
the modern nights, the Setites have spread throughout
the world, plying vices, trafficking in
the drug and sex trade and worming
their way through local politics. The
Setites seem to prefer the chaos and
accessibility of the third world waists,
in modern times (the Setites found a
new home in the western hemisphere
in Jamaica and Haiti as druglords extraordinaire), rather than the clean
masks of Europe and America, but
they are still present in the dirty slums
and trade hubs of most cities. Setites
work in insidious ways. They believe
that the best way to corrupt someone
is to give that person exactly what he
wants, and watch desire breed even
stronger desire. They foster ecstasy
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and indulgence in their flocks, always encouraging dred, and Ra (the sun) bears a special hatred of the
excess, quietly addicting their prey to the pleasures Snakes. Setites take double-damage from sunlight,
only the Setites can provide. Pity the Thrall with a and are weakened (-1 to all dice pools) when in bright
Setite Master, or anyone else caught in their
light of any sort.
honeyed snare. The Followers
of Set do what they do from religious zeal, and thus are often
more merciless than even the inhuman Tzimisce.
Setites master several potent tools.
To their thinking, the weapons of
addiction, seduction and decay are the
oldest and finest of means to an end. Setites
use drugs, sex, money, power - even vitae
and supernatural lore - to draw
others into their coils. To date,
the Followers’ methods have
proved terribly effective. Kindred and mortal alike succumb
to the Setites’ charms,
gladly doing whatever
their new masters bid
in return for the Serpents’ reptilian patronage. Indeed,
in some cities,
entire subcultures and economic strata
are under one
or more Setites’ sway.
Called corrupt by even
the most crooked Ventrue, the
Setities are almost
universally mistrusted
and feared by the clans of
the Camarilla, and scorned
by the Sabbat for their unwillingness to share in the
Vauldlerie and there devotion
to their divine founder. Further, word of the Serpents tactics have spread far and wide
through Kindred society, and
as such, no rite-minded Kindred would trust a Setite. Finally,
Setites come from a primordial darkness deeper than most other Kin-

Shemsu
Sutek

[Godlings, Pharaohs, Cobras]
The most Ancient line of Setites, the
Shemsu Sutek are a majestic and alien
bread of Kindred, living deep
within the cult and often having
nothing to do with the outside
world. Many Kindred think that
these enigmatic Setites are mythical,
but the Ancients remember these eldritch
creatures. While the humans had their
cult of the Pharaoh, the Shemsu Sutek
ruled the Children of Set through divine rite. It is rumored that these were
the first of the Cult of Set to be reborn
as immortals in his image. These
regal but horrific creatures are Undead, reconstituting their inviolate
form, locked into perfection for
eternity, though they certainly undergo changes over the centuries;
their strange god-forms developing within. In truth, a Shemsu’s
pristine human-like body is just
a cocoon, in which their divine nature germinates, growing into another form, a truer
form, a creature born from the
divine-mystery-beast that is
Set. Though human in appearance, a Shemsu Sutek
will eventually molt into a
dark and gaunt, yet regal,
7ft tall, almond-eyed creature, plated and adorned in
ornate reptilian scales with a mask-like
face with statuesque features, their blood
turning a dark green or black. Though
distorted, the Shemsu’s features recall the
majesty of the Pharaohs. Of course, they
also have an unhinging split-jaw that opens
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in a maw of razor sharp fangs and steal rending talons. They have two long syringe-like fangs that stretch
forward on hinges in their
upper jaw. This is only the
first divine transformation
the Shemsu undergo, continuing their evolution beneath
the skin throughout the ages.

Presence
The Shemsu Sutek exude a
majestic aura that both terrifies and attracts those caught
in its sway. Anyone within
the Shemsu’s Presence becomes struck with their inhuman grace.

Corpus
The Setites are banished from
If the Shemsu Sutek ever rethe world, like their spiritual
ally existed, they were the
progenitor, and can slip from
priest-king rulers of nearly
this world into a netherworld
six millennia of Egyptian
with no form. Over time, a
Kindred. Their power would
Setite develops a mastery of
have been vast and pervasive,
spanning an empire of Kindred who never saw the incorporeality and manifestation.
creatures who commanded them outside of the deep
tunnels and chambers of the temple. In the modern Auspex
nights, few of these Kindred could possibly survive outside of the Egyptian catacombs’ slumber.
Though they spend most of their time in Astral
visions, seeking their
great god, the Shemsu
make every move and
take every step in a
ritual pageant to represent Set’s return to
walk the earth.

Disciplines
Sutekau
The real magic of Set is transformation. Through
Sutekau the Shemsu Sutek transform into creatures reborn in the likeness of their divine progenitor- becoming alien, reptilian godlings or even
monstrous giant black serpents.
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The Shemsu Sutek often develop a mystic
awareness of the Immortal world around
them, recognizing the
ghosts and gods that
the Setites walk beside.

Domination
The Godlings were
known to posses the
terrifying power of
the commanding gaze, striking
down the will mere mortals and
lesser Kindred alike.

Curse of the Shemsu Sutek
Aside from being especially susceptible to the Hatred of Ra (sunlight) as Setites, as the most ancient and knowledgable line of
Setites, the Shemsu Sutek are hunted by mummies, ghosts, lupines and all other enemies of
the Setites like no other. Among the Setites,
being one of the Shemsu Sutek is both
prestigious and dangerous. In addition,
Shemsu Sutek suffer a -2 penalty on
rolls to resist frenzy in regard to light.
No Shemsu Sutek has a Blood Inheritance
below 5 (none have a Generation higher than 8th).

Khabit

[Mummies, Sand-Snakes]
The dark children of the tombs, the Khabit (or shadows) are a warrior-priest cast of Setites who bear
the stain of death in their flesh. Unlike the majestic
Shemsu Sutek or the seductive Typhonic Setites, the

Khabit are Dead.
Like the mummies who follow
Horus (the Pharaoh god, son of
Osiris and enemy
of Set), the Khabit
dive across the
Shroud that separates the living
from the dead,
spreading
their
corruption
into
the Dark Kingdom of the dead,
overturning the order beyond the
grave and searching for Set in the
outer darkness of the Underworld
storm. The Khabit used to be masters of the night, fiercely prowling
the darkness as hunters and warriors. When Set was cast out of
creation, the Khabit all died- yet
some returned from their tombs. The Khabit
are speakers with the dead, reanimating and
recalling corpses into service with the power
of their divine blood. They’re divine status lets them throw off their own death
to rise again- gathering Sah (life-force)
from the living and the dead. Through
Saheku, the dark
magic of life-force, the
Khabit ignore the limits
and boundaries of death.
Though the Khabit used
to be hunter-warriors, the
Setites now rarely engage
in overt conflicts, and the
Khabit have been left to
guarding temples and binding ghosts. Feeling little
in their often-embalmed
body, though they often
seem caught in some state of
decay, they are unyieldingly
morbid and brutally strong.

Disciplines
Saheku
The real magic of Set is
transformation.
Through
Saheku the Khabit transform into creatures reborn
in the likeness of their di-

